Medical Archives/Medicinski Arhiv/Archives de Medicine is Finally Indexed in SCOPUS Database
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Medical Archives journal is one of oldest medical journals in Europe, established in the year 1947 as the journal of Society of physicians of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Društvo ljekara Bosne i Hercegovine). Journal is included in more than 30 indexed or citation databases. The first 10 years of printing (1947-1957) the journal edited 4 famous academicians: Vladimir Čavka, Bogdan Zimonjić, Blagovo Kovačević, and Ibro Brkić. From 1947 until now 12 Editors edited Medicinski Archiv (Vladimir Čavka, Blagovo Kovačević, Bogdan Zimonjić, Miloš Aranicki, Jakob Gaon, Midhat Prcić, Seid Huković, Milođad Tomašević, Irfan Zulić, Mirko Grujić, Izet Hozo and Izet Mašić) in which issues published authors from over 50 countries in the world (1). SCImago rank platform ranking the journal as Scopus journal from 1972 when Medline included Medicinski Arhiv as NLM Catalogue registered and the journal was included in Medline in the same year (2-4). But, in 2008 journal is deposited in PubMed Central database and title of the journal was changed to Medical Archives.

In October 2022 Exaly database published journal rank and Medical Archives categorized at place of 4792nd out of 15,471 Health Sciences journals with top 13% (IF 1.2, extended IF 1.4, H-Index 27, 265 authors, 1,136 papers, 5,477 citations, 2,002 citing journals and 5,230 citing authors - https://exaly.com/journal/32377/medicina-archiv-medical-archives-archives-de-medecine/impact-factor) (5).

A few years (2008-2013) Medical Archives was included as official journal of the Task Force Journals of the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) and published simultaneously papers from the ESC journals (in that time it was 54 journals (6-11)).

Several years, as Editor-in-Chief of this journal, as a person who published over 1000 papers and over 100 books and monographs, also as Editor-in-Chief of the 6 indexed journals, internationally recognized (12-50), I tried to change the title from Medicinski Archiv (Med Arh) to Medical Archives (Med Arch) with the intention to complete indexing the journals article into Scopus database and SCImago rank (12). Unfortunately professional staff of the Scopus didn’t want to do that and after a lot of letters and requests. Finally, they do that in August of the 2022.

Why the process was slowly and, better to say, unprofessional and unethical discriminated, appropriate or inappropriate persons of Scopus Evaluation Team didn’t recognized what they need to do. But, it is not the situation ONLY with Medicinski Archiv/Medical Archives. Author of this text who is still Editor of several indexed journals tried to improve the process of evaluation with the aim that simillar consequences like with Medical Archives will be prevented and changed, corrected and improved.

Recently, another journal (Materia Socio-Medica) passes the same procedure and editors of Medical Archives and Materia Socio-Medica written an article trying to explain disadvantages of the system of evaluation journals which aplicated unusual, unprofession- al and difficult process of journals quality evaluation by Scopus Evaluation Team. Just, to comment un-ethical assessment of somebody from that team, who from 2018 asking something what is included in instructions to authors who potentialy want to submit their papers to the entioned journals - journals from Bosnia and Herzegovina were rejected for inclusion in a citation database with the unusual qualifications (in the letter from Scopus Team dated in last month by mail to me) that “it is a "parochial journal" and that it "publishes everything it can get its hands on", without explaining such criteria”.

The decision of the citation database to include or not include a journal is not subject to the control of another entity, or the professional public, and there are no internationally established ethical standards that the citation database would have to apply. As a consequence of the absence of control, the already mentioned offensive assessments and arbitrary interpretation of the criteria for journal inclusion appear. Since the inclusion of a journal into the citation database is a condition for its long-term survival, the people who make decisions in the citation databases are given the power to close or revive certain
Scopus is the number one abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed journals which contains more than 80 Million items like scientific articles, conference proceedings, books, chapters, lecture notes, and books. Elsevier B.V. owns Scopus and Elsevier is solely responsible for the content selection policy of Scopus. At the end of August 2022, Scopus accepted 200 journal titles in the list of Scopus-indexed journals. The accepted journals are in the process of being added to the Scopus Index.

New Scopus Indexed Journals – August 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Title name</th>
<th>Print ISSN</th>
<th>E-ISSN</th>
<th>Date of acceptance</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acta Medica Academica</td>
<td>184 018</td>
<td>194 028</td>
<td>Aug-2012</td>
<td>Academy of Sciences and Arts of Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bejing da Xue Xue Ban. Yi Xue Ban</td>
<td>167 116</td>
<td>167 116</td>
<td>Aug-2022</td>
<td>Peking University Health Science Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jornal Brasileiro de Nefrologia</td>
<td>217 582</td>
<td>217 582</td>
<td>Aug-2022</td>
<td>Sociedade Brasileira de Nefrologia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Curatoris</td>
<td>037 985</td>
<td>037 985</td>
<td>Aug-2012</td>
<td>Democratic Nursing Organisation of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hospital Practice</td>
<td>215 483</td>
<td>215 483</td>
<td>Aug-2022</td>
<td>Informer: Taylor &amp; Francis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Medicinski Arhiv</td>
<td>035 019</td>
<td>035 019</td>
<td>Aug-2022</td>
<td>Drustvo Izkusa SR Bosne i Hercegovine: &quot;Arhiva&quot; d.o.o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. New SCOPUS indexed journals - August 2022
After depositing article of Masic I. et al. "Operation of Medical Journal Citation Databases Without Control. Dilemma: Are They What They Want to Be in the Eyes of Scientific Community" (https://www.researchgate.net/publication/365024358_Operation_of_Medical_Journal_Citation_Databases_Without_Control_Dilemma_Are_They_What_They_Want_to_Be_in_the_Eyes_of_Scientific_Community), published in Materia Socio-Medica journal (12), a few scientists commented author's opinion - comments and recommendations:

"I agree with authors that decision to include or not include a journal in the citation base is serious ethical issue. It has to be based on clear ethical consideration and not to be lead bay..."
This journal covers the fields/ categories related to Medicine (all). If your research field is related to Medicine (all), then visit the official website of Medicinski Arhiv and send your manuscript.

Tips for publishing in Medicinski Arhiv:

- Selection of research problem.
- Presenting a solution.
- Designing the paper.
- Make your manuscript publication worthy.
- Write an effective results section.
- Mind your references.

Acceptance Rate

Acceptance rate is the ratio of the number of articles submitted to the number of articles published. Researchers can check the acceptance rate on the journal website. Even you can Contact the editor of the journal.

Journal Review Time

Journals usually ask reviewers to provide their reviews within 3-4 weeks. However, few journals have a mechanism to enforce the deadline, which is why it can be hard to predict how long the peer review process will take.

The review time also depends upon the quality of a research paper.


Final Summary

- It is published by Drutvo ljekara SR Bosne i Hercegovine : Avicena d.o.o.
- The journal is indexed in UGC CARE, Scopus.
- The (SJR) SCImago Journal Rank is 0.315.
- The Medicinski Arhiv is a reputed research journal.

Sources:

https://www.scopus.com/sourceid/33944

Figure 2. Important Metrics of Medicinski Arhiv Journal

various interests. This is necessary to avoid monopolization of (already existing?) scientific communication and exclusion less affluent part of scientific world”. (Professor Zvone Sosic, University of Zagreb Croatia).

"An important article that speaks boldly about the chronic and important topic of database citations. I fully agree that the cause is the absence of internationally established ethical standards that the citation database would have to apply. People who make decisions in the citation database based on personal preferences really decide the fate of the journal, which makes it a dangerous phenomenon”. (Professor Nabil Naser, University of Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina).

"Thanks for drawing attention to this serious problem, which affects not only publishers and editors but also researchers and people worldwide. The society needs access to both diverse and reliable sources of medical information. The major question is now: who should establish principles of ethical behavior of
Dear Prof. Izet Masic,

The title mentioned above has been evaluated for inclusion in **** by the Content Selection & Advisory Board (CSAB). The review of this title is now complete and the CSAB has advised that the title has been rejected and will not be included in **** at the present time. For your information, the reviewer comments are copied below:

"This is a parochial regional open access journal from Bosnia with a "catch all" policy of publishing anything with a remotely medical orientation.

As such, the content is of poor quality and unfocussed. On the positive side, the editors have taken the decision to publish in English, which brings the content to a wide readership and authorship.

I suggest that the Editors and Publishers reconsider their strategy towards a more focused and specialist publication.

The editors and publishers are invited to read the documents on the **** website for further suggestions and ideas as to how to develop an institutional and a regional journal, as set out in the Advice to Journal Editors and Publishers at www.****.com

A formal, readily accessible and comprehensive Publication Ethics policy statement is now a condition of acceptance to ****, and publishers and editors are directed to our advisory texts on the **** website.

The editors might wish to explore a co-hosting arrangement with one of the major international academic publishers to secure the professional, presentational and distribution skills and infrastructure of such organizations. If in the future these comments are addressed, you may decide to submit a new application at any time after the following date: May 2017. At that time, you will be required to upload a cover letter detailing how the above comments have been addressed.

Yours sincerely,
Scopus Evaluation Team

Please find herewith the Principles of Transparency and Best Practice in Scholarly Publishing:

WEBSITE: A journal’s website, including the text that it contains, shall demonstrate that care has been taken to ensure high ethical and professional standards. It must not contain information that might mislead readers or authors, including any attempt to mimic another journal/publisher’s site. An ‘Aims & Scope’ statement should be included on the website and the readership clearly defined. There should be a statement on what a journal will consider for publication including authorship criteria (e.g., not considering multiple submissions, redundant publications) to be included. ISSN’s should be clearly displayed (separate for print and electronic).

NAME OF JOURNAL: The journal name shall be unique and not be one that is easily confused with another journal or that might mislead potential authors and readers about the journal’s origin or association with other journals.

PEER REVIEW PROCESS: Journal content must be clearly marked as whether peer reviewed or not. Peer review is defined as obtaining advice on individual manuscripts from reviewers’ expertise in the field who are not part of the journal’s editorial staff. This process, as well as any policies related to the journal’s peer review procedures, shall be clearly described on the journal’s website, including the method of peer review used. Journal websites should not guarantee manuscript acceptance or very short peer review times.

OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT: Information about the ownership and/or management of a journal shall be clearly indicated on the journal’s website. Publishers shall not use organizational or journal names that would mislead potential authors and editors about the nature of the journal’s owner.

GOVERNING BODY: Journals shall have editorial boards or other governing bodies whose members are recognized experts in the subject areas included within the journal’s scope. The full names and affiliations of the journal’s editorial board or other governing body shall be provided on the journal’s website.

EDITORIAL TEAM/CONTACT INFORMATION: Journals shall provide the full names and affiliations of the journal’s editors on the journal website as well as contact information for the editorial office, including a full address.

COPYRIGHT AND LICENSING: The policy for copyright shall be clearly stated in the author guidelines and the copyright holder named on all published articles. Likewise, licensing information shall be clearly described in guidelines on the website, and licensing terms shall be indicated on all published articles, both HTML and PDFs. If authors are allowed to publish under a Creative Commons license, then any specific license requirements shall be noted. Any policies on posting of final accepted versions or published articles on third party repositories shall be clearly stated.

AUTHOR FEES: Any fees or charges that are required for manuscript processing and/or publishing materials in the journal shall be clearly stated in a place that is easy for potential authors to find prior to submitting their manuscripts for review or explained to authors before they begin preparing their manuscript for submission. If no such fees are charged that should also be clearly stated.

PROCESS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF AND DEALING WITH ALLEGATIONS OF RESEARCH MISCONDUCT: Publishers and editors shall take reasonable steps to identify and prevent the publication of papers where research misconduct has occurred, including plagiarism, citation manipulation, and data falsification/fabrication, among others. In no case shall a journal or its editors encourage such misconduct, or knowingly allow such misconduct to take place. In the event that a journal’s publisher or editors are made aware of any allegation of research misconduct relating to a published article in their journal, the publisher or editor shall follow COPE’s guidelines (or equivalent) in dealing with allegations.

PUBLICATION ETHICS: A journal shall also have policies on publishing ethics. These shall be clearly visible on its web,
Procedure for online submission

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

This Journal publishes all its articles in full open access, meaning unlimited use and reuse of articles, in addition to giving credit to the authors. All our articles are published under a Creative Commons 4.0 (CC BY) license. Editorial Board cordially asks all authors to follow our Guidelines instructions, based on rules and criteria of International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, and Committee on Publication Ethics. Only articles which follow these procedures and recommendations are eligible for reviewing processes.

All articles must be prepared following BICMRAD Form as a template. More details on THIS LINK. An article needs to contain up to 3500 words, including up to 4 tables and figures and up to 25 references. Papers that contain more words or additional tables or figures, will be REJECTED or authors need to pay extra costs (per one page 100 euros).

Author pay a one-time Article Processing Charge (APC) to cover the costs of peer review administration and management, professional production of articles in PDF and other formats, and dissemination of published papers in various venues, in addition to other publishing functions. APC amount is 500 EUR including VAT and is processed using PayPal.

APC is paid after the provisional announcement of article acceptance and after the author receives a professionally produced PDF for final proofreading and confirmation.

Accepted articles will not be published until payment has been received. The author must confirm the article proof in 7 working days. In cases of late contact, the paper will be delayed in publication. Journal does not refund APCs once paid. There are no additional charges for rejected articles. If the article is published and needs to be revised on the web, DOI databases like PMC or EUROPAM, another 100 EUR is a fine fee.

ARTICLE PREPARATION

Article needs to be prepared using the provided template.

Article which is not prepared according to template will not be taken into consideration in the managing process.

DOWNLOAD TEMPLATE

DOCUMENTS TO BE PREPARED BEFORE SUBMISSION

Please have prepared and signed following documents as they will be necessary in order to complete submission process.

Copyright Assignment Form (CAF)

DOWNLOAD

Author Statement for Publication (ASP)

DOWNLOAD

SUBMIT ARTICLE
site, and should refer to: i) Journal policies on authorship and contributor ship; ii) How the journal will handle complaints and appeals; iii) Journal policies on conflicts of interest / competing interests; iv) Journal policies on data sharing and reproducibility; v) Journal's policy on ethical oversight; vi) Journal's policy on intellectual property; and vii) Journal's options for post-publication discussions and corrections.

PUBLISHING SCHEDULE: The periodicity at which a journal publishes shall be clearly indicated.

ACCESS: The way(s) in which the journal and individual articles are available to readers and whether there are associated subscription or pay per view fees shall be stated.

ARCHIVING: A journal's plan for electronic backup and preservation of access to the journal content (for example, access to main articles via CLOCKSS or PubMed Central) in the event a journal is no longer published shall be clearly indicated.

REVENUE SOURCES: Business models or revenue sources (e.g., author fees, subscriptions, advertising, reprints, institutional support, and organizational support) shall be clearly stated or otherwise evident on the journal's website. Publishing fees or waiver status should not influence editorial decision making.

ADVERTISING: Journals shall state their advertising policy if relevant, including what types of adverts will be considered, who makes decisions regarding accepting adverts and whether they are linked to content or reader behaviour (online only) or are displayed at random. Advertisements should not be related in any way to editorial decision making and shall be kept separate from the published content.

DIRECT MARKETING: Any direct marketing activities, including solicitation of manuscripts that are conducted on behalf of the journal, shall be appropriate, well targeted, and unobtrusive. Information provided about the publisher or journal is expected to be truthful and not misleading for readers or authors.

Last but not least, please make sure that statement is made available as one document in the English language (the statement can also be additionally displayed in your local language, but an English version must be available), so it can be verified by us.

Please note that above points are informative and should not be copied as a whole – the statement should reflect the journal's actual editorial policy.

If you wish to revise your text, then please send us confirmation of your title's recognized PEMS (including an updated URL where the statement is displayed). We will then add the URL to your evaluation record, after which we will resume the Scopus evaluation process as soon as possible.

With this information I hope to have informed you sufficiently. Should you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Regarding cited instructions sent to me by letter from SCOPUS Evaluation Team I am few time tried to explain with arguments that almost all requests are included in Instructions to authors on the main screen of the journals and correctly discarded in the tekst deposited in links which are visible on journal's websites.

“Procedure for online submission

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
This Journal publishes all its articles in full open access, meaning unlimited use and reuse of articles, in addition to giving credit to the authors. All our articles are published under a Creative Commons 4.0 (CC BY) license. Editorial Board cordially ask all authors to follow our Guidelines instructions, based on rules and criteria of International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, and Committee on Publication Ethics. Only articles which follow these procedures and recommendations are eligible for reviewing processes.

All articles must be prepared following BOMRAD Form as a template. More details on THIS LINK-https://www.researchgate.net/publication/350743328_Writing_and_Editing_of_Scientific_Papers_Using_BOMRAD_Structured_Form_and_Proper_Style_of_References_Citation. An article needs to contain up to 3500 words, including up to 4 tables and figures and up to 25 references. Papers that contain more words or additional tables or figures, will be REJECTED or authors need to pay extra costs (per one page 100 euros).

Author pay a one-time Article Processing Charge (APC) to cover the costs of peer review administration and management, professional production of articles in PDF and other formats, and dissemination of published papers in various venues, in addition to other publishing functions. APC amount is 500 EUR including VAT and is processed using PayPal.

APC is paid after the provisional announcement of article acceptance and after the author receives a professionally produced PDF for final proofreading and confirmation. Accepted articles will not be published until payment has been received. The author must confirm the article proof in 7 working days. In cases of late contact, the paper will be delayed in publication. Journal does not refund APCs once paid. There are no additional charges for rejected articles. If the article is published and needs to be revised on the web, DOI, databases like PMC or EUROP PMC, another 100 EUR is a fine fee.”

In conclusion: Medical Archives journal (established in 1947 and in Medline since 1972) is one of official journals of the Academy of Medical Sciences of Bosnia and Herzegovina which members are authors of the Sarajevo Declaration on Integrity and Visibility of Scholarly Journals (https://www.researchgate.net/publication/335026098_Sarajevo_Declaration_on_Integrity_and_Visibility_of_Scholarly_Publications_In_Russ) (14) and Guidelines for Science Editing and Publishing (https://www.researchgate.net/publication/347996711_Guidelines_for_Editing_Biomedical_Journals_Recommended_by_Academy_of_Medical_Sciences_of_Bosnia_and_Herzegovina-AM NuBiH) (13), which have been translated into several languages and, also, considered as a rule for writing scientific articles in the field of biomedicine. And yet, these journals of Academy (Medical Archives and Materia Socio-Medica) for long time could not find their place in certain citation databases.

There are many more examples of discrimination and unethical behavior towards journals in small and poor countries, and towards small publishers.
The example of the journal Folia Medica Facultatis Medicine Universitatis Saraviensis (https://www.foliamedica.mf.unsa.ba/index.php/FM) (2), which does not exist at all, because it is registered in the SCOPUS database as if it were published in Zagreb (Croatia), is one of the proofs of this claim.

Apparently, the list is phallic in the segment that the main thing was left out, and that is to divide the number of citations for each author by the number of authors per article - only then it would be realistic, but then half of the authors would drop out of the existing Stanford bibliometric list, published in Biology Plos journal in October 2020.

There are a few other journals in Bosnia and Herzegovina accepted into *** without checking facts when and how they were established, commonly as local journals by their own faculties or universities and these journal published papers with suspicious quality of authors from mentioned owners.

My opinion and opinions of the academic and scientific persons with their comments attached in this Editorial, regarding the way and methods how evaluate journals quality during assessment of the journals, which will or not to be indexed in databases, MUST or should be taking into account the current and appropriate criteria of citation databases for the inclusion of journals described in Sarajevo Declaration and mentioned Guidelines of AMNuBiH Sarajevo (2, 13, 14).

Some questionable decisions, our proposal is to urgently establish the principles for the ethical conduct of citation databases at the global level and find ways to ensure compliance with such principles.
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